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Abstract
The paper investigates the use of compensating balancing sleeves positioned at the shaft’s end for the balancing of highspeed flexible shafts. The balancing sleeve is a new arrangement that creates a pure balancing moment with virtually zero
radial reaction forces. For comparison purposes, experimental results from previous research are used to benchmark
performance and to demonstrate the benefits newly proposed topology. The new configuration is commensurate with
what is required for the Power Turbine (PT) shaft of a twin shaft industrial gas turbine, with an overhung disc. The study
is also aimed at bladed shafts, such as those used in high speed gas turbines/compressors, with a view to improving their
volumetric efficiency by reducing the formation of relatively large tip leakage gaps caused by shaft deflection/blade wear
of abradable seals. It is shown to be practically possible to separate the two main dynamic balancing functions i.e. the
control of bearing reaction loads and shaft deflections, thus allowing for their independent adjustment. This enables the
required balancing sleeve moment to be determined and set during low-speed commissioning i.e. before any excessive
shaft deflection and resulting seal wear occurs, as is typical when final balancing is undertaken at full operational speed.
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Introduction
Achieving a high degree of balance is of critical
importance to all forms of high speed rotating
machinery employing flexible shafts. The lack of it
usually produces very high centrifugal forces which
consequentially can cause: excessive vibration requiring machine shut down to prevent bearing failure;
excessive shaft deflection leading to rub/wear of components such as seals, turbine/compressor blades;
excessive temperature/material creep; loss of performance/efficiency; excessive stresses, etc. Hence the
subject of shaft balancing has been the subject of
intense research since the start of the industrial revolution, with Rankine1 in 1869 and Jeffcott2 in 1919
making important early contributions, evaluating the
first critical speed and analysing the rotation of the
mass centroid, respectively.
It is appreciated that manufacturing precision can
never be perfect and consequently all shafts and
rotors will contain a degree of mass unbalance due
to asymmetry and machining imperfections. Modern
balancing standards recognise this fact and set

suitable limits according to machinery application
for two classifications of rotors: rigid3,4 and flexible.5
Rigid rotors are comparatively easy to balance
having a maximum of two resultant unbalanced
forces acting on the bearings/supports, producing
two modes of vibration/critical speeds: a transverse
bounce or a conical tilting motion without any flexing
of the rotor. This dynamic unbalance can be corrected
by two balance weights being radially positioned in
two different balancing planes, either in-phase or 180
out of phase, as necessary. The rigid definition determines that no significant bending deformation must
occur which generally limits the maximum operating
speed to be less than 75% of its lowest flexural critical
speed.6
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At higher speeds special techniques for balancing
flexible rotors are required and these are generally
sub-divided into either Influence Coefficient or
Modal Balancing methods, which were introduced
in the 1930s and 1950s, respectively.
The Influence Coefficient method6 uses trial
masses placed in given balancing planes to determine
variations in measured response relative to that of the
corresponding residual unbalance, for a set of trial
test speeds. Hence, by assuming a linear system and
using simple vector analysis, the influence of the trial
masses can be used to determine the required magnitude and angular position of the correcting masses
needed to balance the rotor.
Modal balancing uses a mathematical model of the
system, shaft and supports, to determine a relationship between the shaft displacement and its forcing
functions resulting from points of residual mass
unbalance for each of the critical speeds within the
operating speed range. Typically these models either
constitute a series of mass unbalances,7 or one in
which the shaft is treated as a continuous elastic
body.8–10 More recently, modern computing has
increased the accuracy of these models thereby allowing research to concentrate on reducing costs by conducting modal balancing with a single transducer or
without trial masses.11,12
A good review of current balancing methods13
concludes that the capability/availability of today’s
high powered computers makes the differences in balancing methods more a question of economics than
capability.
Recent work has investigated the possibility of
automatic/active balancing whereby masses are
given a limited movement to allow for real-time balance correction across a range of speeds. One such
example with positive results showed a rigid rotor
where the degree and position of unbalance changed
over a period of time; however, for flexible shafts/
rotors it remained difficult to achieve satisfactory
results over a given speed range.6,14 Similarly, the
research into the use of controllable bearings, actuators and sensors to measure and control vibration,
continues to be work-in-progress due to complexities
surrounding control systems and the high-cost of
implementation.14
An alternative balancing methodology has recently
been proposed,15–17 whereby compensating balancing
sleeves are used to replicate the fixing moments of an
equivalent encastre shaft thereby effectively making
the shaft dynamically stiffer. This research showed
(supported by experimental test data from a scaled
industrial turbine coupling shaft) that it is possible
to effectively reduce the residual level of shaft eccentricity by 96%, i.e. to 1/25th of its actual physical
quantity for certain shaft configurations. Also,
because this reduction ratio was derived from unit
load deflections of the simply supported shaft and

its encastre equivalent, it is independent of their
common eccentricity and hence its beneficial effects
are additional to reductions in residual eccentricity
obtained during traditional component/assembly balancing operations. Further the work revealed that
single ended encastre simulation is also effective so
that balancing sleeve compensation need only be
applied at a single shaft end.
However, this work was confined to balancing
sleeve compensation applied internally, i.e. between
the shaft simply supported points formed by either
the bearings or by coupling flexible elements. Such
positioning can have economic consequences during
commissioning/servicing operations due to lack of
accessibility and is not always practical because of
internal space limitations.
Consequently, the current research in recognising
the commercial benefits of external application is
aimed primarily at checking the feasibility and efficacy of fitment beyond the bearings, at a machine’s
output shaft end, external to its housing/casing.
Hence, for comparison purposes the first analysis is
based on the same scaled industrial turbine coupling
shaft as used in the former research described above.
Subsequently, a new, second configuration considers
a typical Power Turbine (PT) shaft of a twin shaft gas
turbine, with an overhung disc. Both examples are
applicable for consideration of bladed shaft layouts,
such as those used in high-speed gas turbines or
industrial compressors, with a view to improving
their volumetric efficiency by reducing the relatively
large tip leakage gaps created by rubbing action of
blades on abradable seals during shaft deflection.
Further, it is shown by simple analysis that it is
practically possible to separate the two dynamic balancing functions: control of bearing reaction loads
and shaft deflections, by a novel form of compensating balancing sleeve. This allows for their independent adjustment and consequently greatly simplifies
the complex problem of balancing high speed, flexible
shafts.

Theoretical analysis – External balancing
sleeve applied to a shaft with a
concentrated imbalance between
bearings
It is notable that most high speed flexible rotors are
dynamically very complex because of variations in
both physical assembly and support structure.
Bearings for example can be simple journal/bush
assemblies, complex slipper pan arrangements, both
with pressurised lubrication so that the rotating shaft
sits on a film of oil; or more rigid rolling element
types often used in aero-derivative gas turbines.
Hence, a complete rotor dynamic analysis would
include their respective stiffness and damping
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characteristics to produce the full magnitude of lateral forces/movement. However, the proposed method
uses the same basic approach as presented in Knowles
et al.15–17 on the understanding that it is intended as a
feasibility study and that final confirmation of its
conclusions can be subsequently checked by finite element analysis (FEA) and development testing.
The first configuration of this investigation represents a typical high-speed machine such as an industrial compressor containing of a concentrated
imbalance positioned between a pair of bearings, i.e.
simply supported points and for comparison purposes
the model and its dynamic parameters comprise the
same as those used in a previous study, by Knowles
et al.,17 of a scaled industrial turbine coupling shaft.
Hence it is appropriate to base this analysis on the
same basic model with the exception that the original
balancing sleeves are replaced by a balancing devise
producing a moment at the free end of an extended
shaft. Thus, the same analytically derived equations
can be utilised provided the external balancing
moment and its reaction load are expressed in terms
equivalent to their corresponding parameters formulated at the first bearing position in the original analysis, thereby allowing the previous experimental
results to be used for validation purposes. For reference these details are given in Appendix 1.
The mathematic model of the original shaft is
shown in Figure 1, with an additional front end extension of length Ae included to represent the external
input/output shaft end of a driver or driven machine,
together with four new possible compensating balancing sleeve positions, shown dotted, as replacements
for the original, internally applied sleeve depicted by
solid lines. Figure 1(a) shows a schematic of these
combined balancing sleeve design options.

Balancing sleeve design options
Figure 2 shows a scheme 1 balancing sleeve together
with the formulation of its equivalent balancing
moment and reaction load as applied to the shaft at
the left hand side (LHS) bearing position so as to
correspond with the orientation of the original
analysis.
Using standard convention whereby sagging bending moments, tending to make a shaft dip, are positive
and hogging moments are negative it is apparent from
Figure 2(b) that the CF acting on the balancing sleeve
mass, m1, produces a positive, sagging, balancing
sleeve moment, equal to L.CF, similar to that
shown in Figure 1, but the reaction load acting downward on the shaft end produces a larger negative
moment so that the resulting moment seen at the
bearing, Mo, is negative and equal to – CF. (Ae L) as shown in Figure 2(c).
This can be evaluated by consideration of the CF
acting on the trim balancing mass, m1, and the lateral
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force balance provided by the balancing sleeve spring
stiffness, (K), which determines that
CF ¼ m1 :x2 :y ¼ K:Y

(1)

Furthermore, inspection of Figure 2(a) for small
angles of slope and neglecting any curvature
of the shaft extension, Ae, yields the radial
extension, y, of the balancing mass from the axis of
rotation



dr
y ¼ Y þ c þ ðAe  LÞ:
dx x¼0

(2)

from which it follows that the equivalent moment

M01 ¼ A01 :

dr
dx


þ B01

(3)

x¼0

where
A01 ¼ 

m1 :x2 :ðAe  LÞ2 :K
K  m1 :x2

(4)

m1 :x2 :c:ðAe  LÞ:K
K  m1 :x2

(5)

and
B01 ¼ 

Equations (3) to (5) are in the same format as those
of the original analysis by Knowles et al.17 and hence
permits their use in the prior characteristic equations
for shaft deflection and bearing reaction loads for the
analysis of the new shaft configuration.
Similarly, equivalent balancing sleeve moment/
parameter values of Schemes (2) to (4), have been
evaluated and are presented in Table 1.

Reactionless compensating balancing
sleeve
Study of this table and the respective layout configuration of the schemes shown in Figure 1, reveals that
while a reaction force produced by the balancing
sleeve is beneficial for “between the bearings” installations, it is detrimental for external applications, as it
either increases the load applied to the bearings by
acting upwards or that it produces a hogging balancing moment thereby causing the shaft deflection to
increase when acting downwards. However, lateral
reaction forces are not require to reduce shaft deflections, as this is accomplished by the balancing
moment and also, provided the shaft deflections are
substantially reduced, the bearing loads can be controlled using a low speed “Rigid Body” balancing
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Figure 1. Schematic of an extended simply supported shaft with concentrated eccentricity: (a) schematic of combined balancing
sleeve design options.

Figure 2. Equivalent balancing moment and reaction load produced by a scheme 1 balancing sleeve.

procedure with corrections applied close to the bearings. Note, trim balance adjustments at these positions do not affect the bending of the shaft thereby
making the control of lateral bearing loads and shaft
deflection, mutually independent of one another. This
is advantageous as it greatly simplifies the normally
complex problem of balancing high speed, flexible
shafts.
Hence, it is evident that for external
applications, a Reactionless Balancing Sleeve, i.e.

one that produces a balancing moment with
the same amplification properties as before,
but with near zero lateral loading, would be more
beneficial than the compensating balancing
sleeves of earlier studies. This is shown schematically
in Figure 3 as a combination of schemes 1 and 3,
where the two CF’s combine to produce a
positive sagging bending moment, but oppose each
other so that the lateral force applied to the shaft is
virtually zero. Thus, the parameters of the equivalent
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Table 1. Balancing sleeve parameter values – schemes 1–4.
Sleeve balancing scheme number

B01

A01
2

m1 :x :ðAeLÞ :K
Km1 :x2
m1 :x2 :ðAeLÞ2 :K
Km1 :x2
m1 :x2 :ðAeþLÞ2 :K
Km1 :x2
m1 :x2 :ðAeþLÞ2 :K
Km1 :x2
2

1
2
3
4

Moment appl’n

m1 :x :c:ðAeLÞ:K
Km1 :x2
m1 :x2 :c:ðAeLÞ:K
Km1 :x2
m1 :x2 :c:ðAeþLÞ:K
Km1 :x2
m1 :x2 :c:ðAeþLÞ:K
Km1 :x2
2

Hogging
Sagging
Sagging
Hogging

Table 2. Parameter values used for numerical studies of the
scaled test shaft.
Test shaft parameters
Ms¼ 4.2287 kg
m1 ¼ 0. 1932 kg
e ¼ 0.001549 þ 50%a ¼ 0.002323 m
c ¼ 0.0008951 m
L ¼ 0.06 m
f ¼ 0.328 m
cc ¼ 1.2  10–5
a

Figure 3. Schematic of a reactionless, compensating balancing
arrangement.

balancing moment are simply given by the addition of
the individual schemes
A01

2:m1 :x2 :ðL2 þ Ae2 Þ:K
¼
K  m1 :x2

(6)

and
B01 ¼

2:m1 :x2 :c:K:L
K  m1 :x2

(7)

and the external reaction force applied to the first
bearing by the mechanism becomes
 
2:m1 :x2 :K:Ae dr
:
Fbs ¼
K  m1 :x2
dx x¼0

(8)

Note, at near optimum compensation, with good
encastre simulation, the shaft slope at the first bearing
is minimalized so that the reaction force is very small;
this also simplifies the balancing moment which
becomes
M01 ﬃ B01
However, the moment is now double that of a
single sleeve, so that although the combined mechanism may appear to be more complex, the new
arrangement can actually produce a very compact
unit since the length of each sleeve is reduced.

‘¼ 0.970 m
E ¼ 207  109 N/m2
I ¼ 2.426  10–7 m4
K ¼ 1.136  106 N/m
a ¼ 0.318 m
Mcc ¼ 0.6 kg
Ae ¼ 0.12 m

50% represents the residual unbalance of the test shaft.

Analytical results – Scaled test shaft with
an externally applied reactionless
compensating balancing sleeve
To allow comparison with the theory/test results of
the Knowles et al.17 paper, the analytical representation of an externally applied, reactionless balancing
sleeve used identical shaft parameters as per the original scaled test shaft, as shown in Table 2, but with
equations (6) to (8), used to determine the new balancing sleeve parameters.
Maximum compensation, theory and test results,
are shown in Figure 9(a) of Knowles et al.17 and were
produced with a combination of sleeve moments,
Mo1 ¼ 18.4 Nm and Mo2 ¼ 9.7 Nm to give a total
balancing moment of 28.1 Nm. For completeness,
Figure 9(a) together with a brief analysis is repeated
in Appendix 1.
For the new arrangement the given equations were
inserted into a Mathcad program and adjustment of
its balancing moment was made by varying the eccentricity of the balancing sleeve mass, c, to obtain a
near optimum reduction in shaft deflection. This
condition, as expected, produced a moment of
28.1 Nm to tally with the total compensation
moment above.
Results, with and without balancing sleeve compensation, are shown graphically in Figures 4 and 5.
It is noted from Figure 4 that the reduction in
shaft deflection is equally as good as before for operating speeds up to 10,000 r/min. Figure 5 shows
the difference in shaft profile for the compensated
and uncompensated cases and supports the
previous claim that with a high degree of
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Figure 4. Shaft mid-point deflection versus speed, with and without compensation, for the scaled test shaft configuration (optimum
deflection moment, M01 ¼ 28.1 Nm at 10,000 r/min).

Figure 5. Shaft deflection profile, with and without compensation at 10,000 r/min, for the scaled test shaft configuration, (optimum
deflection moment, M01 ¼ 28.1 Nm at 10,000 r/min).

compensation the shaft deflection is very small and
consequently it can be treated as a rigid rotor for
balancing purposes.

each of the previous parameter equations (6) to (8),
as follows
A01c ¼ Mcc :x2 :Ae2

The practicalities of reducing seal
leakage from bladed shafts
For the practical representation of say an industrial
compressor the model must be modified by the
addition of a point mass at the shaft end to represent
the 1=2 mass, Mcc, of a drive coupling and the mass of
the balancing sleeve. Rotation of this mass then
imparts a CF and a hogging moment onto the
shaft which requires an extra term to be added to

(9)

and
B01c ¼ Mcc :x2 :cc:Ae
"
Fbsc

(10)


dr
¼ Mcc :x : cc þ Ae:
dx



2

#
(11)

x¼0

The importance of the roll shaft deflection plays in
the leakage between successive bladed stages of a
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compressor or turbine can be assessed by considering
the axial cross sectional area (csa) of the leakage gap
created by localised deflection, di ; of each individual
stage. This area is the difference between the generated areas at the seal radius, ri , in the deflected and
undeflected states, i.e. pi :ðri þ di Þ2  pi :r2i ﬃ 2:ri :di .
Hence, at each stage it is directly proportional to
the shaft’s localised deflection, and it therefore follows that a reduction in shaft deflection will have a
corresponding reduction in the leakage gap, giving a
consequential improvement in volumetric efficiency.
However, most bladed machinery makes use of
abradable seals in order to minimise blade damage
during periods of incidental rub between the blade
and its outer casing. Hence it is evident that if a low
leakage associated with a low deflection is to be
achieved then a higher shaft deflection must be prevented during commissioning as this would cause permanent enlargement the inner diameter of the seal.
This means that the required balancing sleeve
moment must be determined and applied during
commissioning at a speed in which the unbalanced
shaft deflection does not exceed the desired fully balanced deflection at maximum operating speed. This
speed can be determined from midpoint deflection
curves similar to those shown in Figure 4, but with
the added 1=2 mass modification, as per equations (9)
to (11) to represent a driven unit such as an industrial
compressor. For the purpose of this exercise the maximum commissioning speed has been determined to
be 6000 r/min and in keeping with a real case scenario
the magnitude and position of the residual unbalance
is assumed to be unknown.

Estimation of equivalent eccentricity and
required balancing moment
Knowles et al.17 established that a shaft with concentrated imbalances may be adequately regarded as a
shaft with an equivalent level of uniform eccentricity
since individual imbalances, at a running speed close
to critical, have a concentrated imbalance coefficient,
k, which is a fixed ratio between the actual balance
condition and that of an equivalent shaft. Hence,
from measurements of bearing reaction loads, taken
during commissioning, the required balancing
moment can be obtained.
If initial commissioning tests are performed with
zero compensation the balancing moment will be
solely produced by the 1=2 mass at the extended
shaft end. The magnitude of the coupling/sleeve
assembly 1=2 mass will be known from design details
and only its eccentricity, cc; will be unknown.
However, this can be neutralized by taking the average of two sets of test results, the first as assembled,
the second with the coupling/sleeve rotated 180 with
respect to the shaft so that the effect of the first and
second eccentricities cancel out. Hence, the resulting
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balancing moment is given by the 1=2 mass parameter
equations (9) and (10), with B ¼ 0, since cc ¼ 0, giving

Mo ¼ Mcc :x2 :Ae2 :


dr
dx x¼0

(12)

This expression, together with the average bearing
reaction load can be incorporated into the derived
equations of an earlier work by Knowles and Kirk15
into shafts with uniform eccentricity to calculate an
equivalent level of uniform eccentricity and a required
balancing moment of the real shaft with unknown
levels of residual unbalance. These equations are
shown below with details provided in Appendix 2.
Equivalent eccentricity of the real shaft is given by
ee ¼

Rea :sinðblÞ
2:b2 :E:I:W2

(13)

where Rea is the equivalent, (average), reaction load
and the required balancing moment for the extended
shaft arrangement is
 2
p
:E:I:ee
M0 ¼ 2:
l

(14)

Since the modelled shaft with uniform eccentricity
is perfectly symmetrical its reaction loads will be identical, hence its determination uses the measured
values from both shaft ends obtained from each of
the positive and negative 1=2 mass eccentricity runs.
The analytical model described in “Estimation of
equivalent eccentricity and required balancing
moment” and “Theoretical analysis – External balancing sleeve applied to a shaft with an overhung
disc” sections has been used to represent a real shaft
and provide the test data for an illustrative exercise
using the assumption that details of the residual
unbalance are unknown. A 1=2 mass eccentricity,
cc ¼ 1.2  10–5 m, as per American Petroleum
Institute, API Standard 67118 maximum recommendation for an estimated 1=2 mass ¼ 0.6 kg, at a maximum speed of 10,000 r/min, is included. It has also
been assumed that a the fully assembled shaft, without the coupling 1=2 mass, would have been separately
trim balance corrected at the bearing positions as previously described in “Reactionless compensating balancing sleeve” section, on a balancing machine at a
speed of 2000 r/min and the unbalance figures before
correction noted, (Uc1 ¼ 69.6 g mm, Uc2 ¼ 35.7 g mm
calculated from the scaled shaft analysis). At such a
low speed the shaft will have very little deflection,
thereby ensuring that the corrected state of the reaction loads will be maintained at higher speeds providing shaft bending is adequately controlled by the
compensating balancing moment. To represent this
scenario the calculated value of the reaction loads
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Figure 6. Commissioning test results: reaction load versus speed.

Table 3. Parameter values used for numerical studies.
1=2

Mass Ecc,
cc (g mm)

Re1, N, at
6000 r/min

Re2, N, at
6000 r/min

Average
Rea (N)

Calc.
uniform
Ecc (m)

Calc. required
balancing
moment (Nm)

–1.2  10–5
1.2  10–5

–37.06
–31.99

–22.07
–24.19

–28.82

2.524  10–5

26.98

have accordingly been reduced. Two Mathcad program runs were made using positive and negative
values of the 1=2 mass eccentricity representing the
180 rotation of the coupling/sleeve and the corresponding shaft end reaction loads are shown in
Figure 6 to represent the commissioning tests at
speeds up to 6000 r/min.
However, it is the magnitude of the reaction loads
before the trim balancing operation, that must be
used for the estimation of the equivalent eccentricity/required balancing moment, hence the magnitudes
of their CF reductions at the commissioning test
speed, 6000 r/min, (CF1 ¼ 26.67 N, CF2 ¼ 13.31 N,
derived from Uc1 and Uc2 figures above), must be
added to the corresponding reaction loads given in
Figure 6. Their average was then used to determine
the equivalent eccentricity/required balancing
moment from equations (13) and (14) above. These
results are displayed in Table 3 and it can be seen that
the required balancing moment, 26.98 Nm, derived
solely from the results of the low speed test simulation
compares very well with that from the scaled coupling
test, 28.1 Nm, described in “The practicalities of
reducing seal leakage from bladed shafts” section.
It is now assumed that the eccentricity of the balancing sleeve, c, would be adjusted to give the calculated balancing moment, 26.98 Nm, so that the
represented real shaft could now be safely operated

at its maximum speed of 10,000 r/min, without fear of
excessive shaft deflection causing permanent enlargement of the abradable seals.
To assess the level of compensation afforded by
this estimation the Mathcad program was accordingly
re-set and the theoretical shaft deflections and profiles, with and without compensation, are shown in
Figures 7 and 8.
It can be seen that the addition of the coupling 1=2
mass has reduced the critical speeds by approximately
200 r/min, which is to be expected in a real shaft scenario and that the compensated level of shaft deflection
is very similar to that shown previously in Figure 4
where the balancing moment had been optimized.
Therefore, these results confirm the practicality of
the above procedure for predetermining/setting the
required balancing moment during low speed
commissioning tests thereby preventing any further
enlargement of the abradable seals at full operating
speed so that seal leakage, together with shaft deflection, will be correspondingly reduced.

Theoretical analysis – External balancing
sleeve applied to a shaft with an
overhung disc
A second configuration of this investigation represents the power turbine shaft of a typical twin shaft

Knowles et al.
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Figure 7. Shaft mid-point deflection versus speed, with and without compensation (set to balancing moment estimation,
M01 ¼ 26.98 Nm at 10,000 r/min).

Figure 8. Shaft deflection profile, with and without compensation at 10,000 r/min (set to balancing moment estimation, M01 ¼ 26.98
Nm at 10,000 r/min).

industrial gas turbine with an overhung disc by using
a classical model of a massless shaft with an unbalanced overhung disc as shown in Figure 9. In the
initial calculation, a single balancing sleeve is positioned internally as per the earlier example, i.e.
between the bearings, but adjacent to the second bearing which would represent the output bearing of a
real machine, and its moment is expressed in the
same parameters terms As and Bs, as previously
defined, thus enabling their later modification by

substitution of corresponding reactionless balancing
sleeve and 1=2 mass equations. This simplification
allows the formulation of a general bending
moment equation comprising the individual loads
and moments acting on the shaft at any axial position, x, by Macaulay’s Method, whereby when the
terms inside square brackets are negative they are
equated to zero. Hence, by subsequent integration it
is possible to determine first, the slope of the shaft
and secondly its deflection, as shown below.

10
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Figure 9. Schematic of simply supported, rotating shaft with concentrated eccentricity: (a) (Ref Paper) comparison of theoretical and
test levels of LHS balance compensation, CR ¼ 1.037, M01 ¼ 18.4 Nm, M01 ¼ 9.7 Nm, and total moment ¼ 28.1 Nm.

The massless shaft and overhung disc
Note, F, Md, and Ip respectively refer to the inertia
force, mass and polar inertia of the disc; likewise Fs
and ms refer to similar properties of the balancing
sleeve and linear distances/moments are as depicted
in Figure 9. Then, from traditional ‘Bending of
Beams’ theory, the bending moment, Mx, at any
point, x, along the shaft, is given by

Forces/moments acting on the compensating
balancing sleeve yield
Fs ¼ ms :x2 :ys




dy
¼ Ks :Y2 and ys ¼ Y2 þ cs  Ls :
dx x¼l2

(21)

Therefore,
2

E:I:

d y
¼ Mx ¼ M1 þ F:x  R1 ½x  l1 
dx2

(15)



dy
Ks :Y2 ¼ ms :x2 : Y2 þ cs  Ls :
dx

Integration with respect to x, where Ca and Cb are
the constants of integration, gives
E:I:

dy
F:x2
R1
2
þ Ca 
:½x  l1 
¼ M1 :x þ
2
2
dx

(16)

Y2 ¼


 
dy
ms :x2 : cs  Ls : dx

x¼l2


x¼l2

Ks  ms :x2


M1 :x2 F:x3
R1
3
þ
þ Ca:x þ Cb 
:½x  l1 
E:I:y ¼
2
6
6
(17)

!



dy
M2 ¼ Ks :Y2 :Ls ¼ As :
dx


þ Bs

(22)

x¼l2

where
Applying the following boundary conditionsat
x ¼ l1 and x¼ l2, y ¼ 0, and further algebraic simplification gives
Ca ¼

 M21

As ¼

ms :x2 :L2s :Ks
ms :x2 :cs :Ls :Ks
and Bs ¼ 
2
Ks  ms :x
Ks  ms :x2
(23)





: l22  l21  F6 : l32  l31 þ R61 :½l2  l1 3
ðl2  l1 Þ
(18)





3
 M21 : l22  l1 :l2  F6 : l32  l21 :l2 þ R61 :½l2  l1 


Cb ¼
1  ll21
(19)
Also, x ¼ l2,
Mx ¼ M2 ¼ M1 þ F:l2  R1 ½l2  l1 

Considering the combined assembly
At x ¼ l2 the slope of the shaft,


dy
dx


x¼l2



1
F:l22
R1
2
þ Ca 
:½l2  l1 
M1 :l2 þ
¼
2
2
E:I
(24)

(20)
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and substitution in equations (22), (20) and (18) gives

R1
M1  2
3
:½l2  l1  ¼ Ca:ðl2  l1 Þ þ
: l2  l21
6
2

F 
þ : l32  l31
6

Hence, from equation (16):


dy
dx

b¼


¼
x¼0

Ca E2 :M1 þ E3 :F þ E8
¼
E:I
E:I

(34)

(25)
and from equation (17):

Further re-arranging gives
Ca ¼ E2 :M1 þ E3 :F þ E8

(26)

rd ¼ yx¼0 ¼ Cb ¼

E4 :M1 þ E5 :F þ E9
E:I

(35)

where



E:I:ðl2  l1 Þ
E2 ¼ 
2:As :ðl2  l1 Þ  6:E:I
2


!
l2  l21
As :l2 As 3: l22  l21
þ
:

: 1  3:
E:I
E:I 2:ðl2  l1 Þ
ðl 2  l 1 Þ2

But the gyroscopic moment,


E2 :M1 þ E3 :F þ E8
:Ip :x2
M1 ¼ Ip :x :b ¼
E:I
2

(27)




E:I:ðl2  l1 Þ
2:As :ðl2  l1 Þ  6:E:I
3


!
l2  l31
As :l2 2 As 1: l32  l31
þ
:

: l2 
ðl2  l1 Þ2 E:I:2 E:I 2:ðl2  l1 Þ

E8 :Ip :x2

M1 ¼ E6 :F þ 
E:I  E2 :Ip :x2

(36)
(37)

where

E3 ¼ 

E6 ¼ 

E3 :Ip :x2

E:I  E2 :Ip :x2

(38)

(28)

E8 ¼



E:I:ðl2  l1 Þ
: Bs
2:As :ðl2  l1 Þ  6:E:I

(29)

Also, the centrifugal force acting on the disc is
given by
F ¼ Md :x2 :ðrd þ ed Þ

and

(39)

Substituting equation (37) in equation (35) gives

Cb ¼ E4 :M1 þ E5 :F þ E9

(30)

rd ¼ E7 :F þ E10

(40)

where




E2 :ðl2  l1 Þ þ 12 : l22  l21  12 : l22  l1 :l2


E4 ¼
1  ll21

where
E7 ¼
(31)

E5 ¼

E3 :ðl2  l1 Þ þ

1
6:

E4 :E6 þ E5
E:I

(41)

and



3

l2  l31  16 : l32  l1 2 :l2


1  ll21

E10 ¼

E :E :I :x2
E
 4 8 p
þ 9
E:I
E:I: E:I  E2 :Ip :x2

(42)

(32)
E8 :ðl2  l1 Þ


E9 ¼
1  ll21

(33)

Hence substituting for F from equation (39) and
re-arranging gives
rd ¼

Md :x2 :ed :E7 þ E10
1  Md :x2 :E7

(43)

Overhung disc only
The angular and linear displacements of the disc are
determined from the beam equations at x ¼ 0.

Reaction forces
By inspection of Figure 9 it is apparent that the centrifugal force acting on the mass of the balancing

12
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Table 4. Parameter values used for numerical studies of the
overhung disc configuration.

sleeve and the subsequent reaction force at the second
bearing is given by

Parameters of overhung disc configuration
Md ¼ kg
ed ¼ 1.0  10–5 m
l2 ¼ 0.759 m
cs ¼ 0.0036 m
Ls ¼ 0.11 m
E ¼ 207  109 N/m2
Mcc ¼ 43.5 kg

Ip ¼ 11.94 kg m2
l1 ¼ 0.307 m
Ae ¼ 0.331 m
Ks ¼ 4.1  106 N/m
ms ¼ 1.08 kg
I ¼ 2.485  10–5 m4
cc ¼ 2.3  10–5

Fs ¼

M2
Ls

(44)

and
R2 ¼ R1  F  Fs

(45)

Hence, all unknowns are determined for an internally mounted balancing sleeve and it is only

Figure 10. Shaft disc deflection verses speed, with and without compensation.

Figure 11. Shaft deflection profile, with and without compensation at 12,500 r/min.

Knowles et al.
necessary to analyse the new equivalent sleeve parameters, As and Bs, appropriate to this configuration.
Application of the same procedure as used in
“Reactionless compensating balancing sleeve” and
“The practicalities of reducing seal leakage from
bladed shafts” sections for the reactionless balancing
sleeve and the coupling/sleeve 1=2 mass, determines
that the same equations apply; namely, equations
(6), (7), (9), and (10), respectively, except that each
one requires a sign change since in this configuration
the moments produced are hogging/negative.
A Mathcad program based on the above equations,
with parameter values as given in Table 4, was used to
graphically determine the disc deflection versus operating speed and the shaft profile at a nominated shaft
speed of 12,500 r/min (approximately 91% of critical),
both with and without optimised balancing sleeve
compensation, as shown in Figures 10 and 11.
The figures show that external application of balancing sleeve methodology is feasible for shafts with
large overhung discs, thus enabling considerable
reductions in disc deflections to be achieved, especially at higher operating speeds. It is also apparent that
the dynamic requirement of encastre simulation to
achieve optimum compensation, as defined in the earlier work by Knowles et al.,15 has been met for the
portion of the shaft supporting the overhung disc,
since the shaft slope at the first bearing is approximately zero.

13
phase variation over the operating speed range is
small and can be accommodated by a suitable midpoint balance correction. However, in cases where
this is not adequate it is necessary to adjust, either
manually or automatically, its angular position. The
reactionless balancing sleeves, as with those of the
previous studies, would have a number of premachined tapped holes in their balancing rings for
this purpose. It is notable that all balance correction
is made by adjustment of the static position of the
balancing ring’s mass centroid, eccentricity and angular position, and that this could easily be achieved by
various means of remote electrical actuation. Hence
the design lends itself to a system of automatic balance correction if required.
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Conclusions
This study formulated the design/advantages of a
novel reactionless balancing sleeve with the capability
of reducing the deflections of high speed, flexible
shafts, without the imposition of bearing reaction
loads. It enables reaction loads to be adjusted at the
balancing stage of a fully assembled shaft on a conventional, low speed, balancing machine and shaft
deflection to be separately controlled during a
commissioning operation, at say, 60% full operational speed, and before any excessive deflection/abradable seal wear occurs on machines with bladed shafts,
for instance; thereby preventing further enlargement
of seal diameters/excessive fluid leakage so as to
increase volumetric efficiency.
Further, the study clearly shows the practicality of
applying compensating balancing sleeves to a
machine’s input or output shaft end, external to its
housing/casing, so that the time/cost benefits associated with improved accessibility can be fully realized.
It is also demonstrated that the benefits of encastre
simulation apply to all types of flexible shafts.
Notably, the analysis doesn’t include any of the
damping terms that exist in a real machine. These
would of course normally produce angular rotation
of the shaft imbalance, i.e. its heavy spot, relative to
its deflection and may require correction during
commissioning/service. Generally, the magnitude of
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Appendix

balance sleeve stiffness (N/m)
shaft lengths (m)
balance sleeve length (m)
balance sleeve mass (kg)
externally applied moment (Nm)
shaft bending moment at position
x (Nm)
concentrated imbalance coefficient
shaft mass (kg)
shaft radial deflection (m)
reaction load at shaft ends (N)
Laplace transform operator
vertical shear force
reference point position from shaft
end (m)
balance mass displacement from
rotation axis (m)
balance sleeve deflection (m)
blade leakage gap (m)
rotational speed (rad/s)

k
Ms
r
Ri
S
SFv
x
y, ys
Yi
di
x

Appendix 1
A previous analysis by Knowles et al.,17 including
test result support, is used for comparison purposes,
but with factors resulting from RHS balancing sleeve
parameters equated to zero to match the new configuration and subsequently omitted from relevant
equations.
The main characteristic equations are given below.
 
dr
þ B01
Balancing moments: M01 ¼ A01 : dx
x ¼ 0
and M02 ¼ 0
where A01 ¼ 

:c1 :L1 :K1
and B01 ¼ m1K:x1 m
2
1 :x
2

Parameter:
b4 ¼

Notation

m1 :x2 :L21 :K1
K1 m1 :x2

Ms :x2
l:E:I

Shaft deflection:
a,f
Ae
A01, B01, Ca,
Cb, Ei, b
ci, cs, cc
CF
e
ee
ed
E
Fi
I

eccentric zone end positions (m)
shaft extended length (m)
parameters substitutions
eccentricities of sleeve and 1=2
mass (m)
centrifugal force (N)
eccentricity of concentrated
zone (m)
equivalent shaft eccentricity (m)
disc eccentricity (m)
Young’s modulus (N/m2)
radial forces (N)
second moment of area in bending
(m4)

€

R 1l
P:cosðblÞ þ R21l  2b
2
:sinðbxÞ
sinðblÞ
þ G:coshðbxÞ þ H:sinhðbxÞ

r ¼ R1 þ P:cosðbxÞ 

Reactions forces: Re1 ¼ E:I:r3 þ K1 :Y1 and
Re2 ¼ E:I:&
rl
The analytical and corresponding test results, of
the former work, that are most representative of
single shaft end compensation are presented below.
Figure 9(a) (Ref Paper) shows the results of test iv),
without compensation and with primarily LHS compensation (but including some residual RHS) together
with their respective theoretical displacements. In this

Knowles et al.
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Figure 9A. (Ref Paper), Comparison of Theoretical and Test levels of LHS Balance Compensation, CR = 1.037, M01 = 18.4 Nm, M01
= 9.7 Nm, Total Moment = 28.1 Nm.

case compensation is close to the optimum value (compensation ratio, CR ¼ 1.037), with shaft deflections greatly
reduced to only 4% of the non-compensated case.

Appendix 2
Referring to an earlier work by Knowles et al.,15 which established the characteristic analysis of compensating
balancing sleeves for a specialised shaft configuration with uniform eccentricity, its derivation can be used to
obtain a good estimate of the required magnitude of the balancing moment for maximum compensation of a real
shaft with any number of unknown concentrated unbalances, such as an industrial compressor shaft with multiple
bladed discs mounted between bearings. This is achieved by first determining its equivalent level of uniform
eccentricity from the average reaction load obtained from uncompensated low speed commissioning tests of
the real shaft where, as described in “Estimate of equivalent eccentricity and required balancing moment” section,
the balancing moment is solely dependent on the magnitude of the 1=2 mass and the bending characteristics of the
15
shaft. Note, the numbered equations in this Appendix
 refer to those of the earlier work by Knowles et al.
dr
From equation (2), balancing moment, M0 ¼ A: dx
þB
x¼0

and from “Theoretical analysis – External balancing sleeve applied to a shaft with an overhung disc” section, B
¼ 0 and A ¼ Mcc :x2 :Ae2
 
dr
Hence, equation (25) simplifies to give dx
¼ r1 ¼ e:W1
x¼0

where W1 ¼

b ð1 :cosðblÞÞ
2 : A4 :sinðblÞ

þ

b ð1 :coshðblÞÞ
2 : A4 :sinhðblÞ

Hence, M0 ¼ e:W1 :A
ðblÞÞ
ðblÞÞ
1
From equation (27), A4 ¼ 1 þ A3 :A:ð1sin:cos
þ A3 :A:ð1sinh:cosh
and A3 ¼ 2:b:E:I
(26)
ðblÞ
ðblÞ
1
From equation (29) and equation (28) with KY ¼ 0, H ¼ 2:bR3ea:E:I þ e:W
2:b

where Rea is the average reaction load derived from the commissioning tests.


M0
And from equations (11) and (12), P ¼ eb2  2:b:E:I


M
M0
eb
ð Þ
 0 ðeb
Rea
e:W1
2 2:b:E:IÞ:cos bl
¼ e:W1
þ
b:
þ
So that from equation (24), r1 ¼ 2 2:b:E:I sin
3
ðblÞ
2:b
2:b :E:I
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e:W1
eb e:W1 :A
eb e:W1 :A
Rea :sinðblÞ


:sinðblÞ ¼ 
:cosðblÞ þ
2
2:b:E:I
2
2:b:E:I
2:b2 :E:I
2
Rea :sinðblÞ
Hence, the equivalent eccentricity of the real shaft is given by, ee ¼ e ¼ 2:b
2 :E:I:W
2


W1
W
:A
W
:A
b
b
1
1
where W2 ¼ 2 :sinðblÞ  2 þ 2:b:E:I
þ 2  2:b:E:I
:cosðblÞ

Equation (32) gives the balancing moment for maximum compensation, (encastre simulation), for the symmetrical shaft with uniform eccentricity, i.e. having a balancing sleeve at each end of the shaft, but the paper by
Knowles et al.,17 established that it is the sum of the balancing moments that determine the condition for maximum compensation.. Hence the required balancing moment for the extended shaft arrangement, with a single
balancing sleeve, is given by
M0 ¼ 2:

 2
p
:E:I:ee
l

